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1. The French position regarding the economic evaluation of thermal reactor 

oxide fuel reprocessing and forecast of how the fast reactor/U 0o price might 

vary with time is illustrated in the attached figure. This representation has 

assumed illustrative scenarios for both the variation in the future price of 

uranium and the development of LMFBR technology. 

2. Three scenarios have been chosen for the valuation of future uranium 

price. 

Hypothesis HI 

Uranium price remains constant at $ 40/lb IL0Q. 

Hypothesis H2 
1 f 

Uranium price increases regularly by 11 per annum. This corresponds 

to a moderate continuing worldwide demand on energy resources in 

general and on uranium in particular. 

Hypothesis H3 

This is assumed the same as hypothesis H2 until 1990, at which elate 

it is postulated that a crisis occurs which results in a sudden 

increase in uranium price of 50 Z. Thereafter the annual increase if; 

assumed to be 5%. 



2.-

3. PUR generating costs were calculated using a discount rate of 5Z and 

a 30 year plant life. Assuming cost data provided by the relevant French 

authorities the line Q _ shows the variation of PWR generating cost premium 

(ie excess generating cost above the PWR once-through mode with U.0ft at $ 25/lb) 

with uranium price in the reprocessing mode with plutoniua stockpile. 

4. Starting from values for Superphenix 1, estimates have been made of the 

anticipated reductions in future LMFBR capital and fuel cycle costs under French 

conditions. Two scenarios have been assumed. One corresponds to a sustained 

and rapid improvement in fast reactor technology ; the other to a more moderate 

rate. The resulting variations of reactor, plant and fuel cycle facility costs 

and performance characteristics have been used to evaluate the variation of fast 

reactor premium with time and are presented on the figure. Uranium prices 

associated with each year are present worth values over the following 3D years. 

5. From the diagram it can be seen chat for scenario-HI (ie constant future 

uranium price) the LMFBR premium is a vertical straight line which suggests 

that fast reactors become economic in the 1990s. S. ailarly in what is considered 

the most realistic hypothesis on uranium price (ie scenario H2) it is also seen 

that. LMFBRs become economic compared with PWRs during the 1990s. On scenario 

H3 which contains a considerable discontinuity in uranium price (but which is 

smoothed out by the present worthing process) it is seen that fast reactors 

would be economic befoxe 1990. 

6. Taking into account the comprehensive planned R£D programme together with 

the conditions appertaining in France it is concluded that LMFBR and PWR genera-

ting costs will most probably break even during the period 1990-95. 
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